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Abstract 

While there is a body of research exploring deception in interpersonal communication, 

there are several areas where open questions remain regarding this practice. Specifically, some 

key open questions concern the frequency with which deception occurs, the effects of 

relationship closeness on deception, and the properties of deceptive messages told using 

relatively new communication media such as SMS text messaging. This study addresses these 

questions using a novel data collection method that allows for the examination of individuals’ 

communication records at the message level, which may provide a more accurate account of 

deceptions than diary or survey methods used in prior studies that relied heavily on participants’ 

ability to accurately recall their conversations and deceptions. Results here suggest that 

deception in text messaging is a commonplace, yet infrequent, occurrence for the majority of our 

participants, although there were a small number of prolific liars who told a large number of lies 

using text messaging. Additionally, there was some support for the argument that deception 

occurs less frequently in closer relationships, as well as how the frequent interaction and 

coordination goals of text messaging may be reflected in the properties of deceptive text 

messages.  

Keywords: Computer Mediated Communication, Mobile Media, Deception, SMS Text 
Messaging 
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Introduction 

Deception is an important and intriguing form of interpersonal communication, generally 

defined as attempting to create a false belief in an interlocutor without forewarning (Vrij, 2008).  

While deception is often cast in a negative moral light, especially when others do it (Saxe, 1991), 

more recent research suggests that it can play a positive role in maintaining social relationships 

(Hancock et al, 2009). Despite a significant body of work examining deception, however, there 

remain several open questions that significantly constrain our understanding of deception 

practices. 

One key open question concerns the frequency with which deception occurs in everyday 

communication. Diary studies have revealed deception to be a daily occurrence, with most 

people lying once or twice a day on average (DePaulo, Kashy, Kirkendol, Wyer, & Epstein, 

1996) across various communication media (Hancock, Thom-Santelli, & Ritchie, 2004; Whitty, 

Buchanan, Joinson, & Meredith 2011). There is discord in the literature, however, about how to 

interpret results from these diary studies. There is some concern that averages of lies obscure a 

skewed distribution in which a small number of people account for a disproportionate share of 

the observed deception, and the majority of people tell relatively few lies (Serota, Levine, & 

Boster, 2010).  

A second open question concerns the effects of relationship closeness on the rate of 

deception. On the one hand, some have observed that deception occurs more often in close 

relationships, where they can serve the important relational functions of protecting hurt feelings 

or self esteem and avoiding tension (e.g., Metts, 1989). Others, however, argue that deception 

occurs less in close relationships and more in distant relationships or in less intimate situations 

(e.g., DePaulo & Kashy, 1998).  
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A third open question concerns how deceptive messages are produced and used with 

novel communication media, such as SMS text messaging. DePaulo et al. (1996) categorized 

deceptive messages communicated during face-to-face, telephone, and written interactions based 

on their content, reason, and type.  Since that time, however, a range of media have been 

developed and used widely (e.g., email, instant messaging, texting, etc.), with some studies 

suggesting that properties of these media and the social conventions of their use can affect 

deception (Hancock et al., 2004; 2009). Thus, there is a need to update our understanding of 

deception practices in these novel media. One of the most popular forms of communication 

among youth today is text messaging, with some reports suggesting that teens and young adults 

send hundreds of messages per day to stay in touch with friends and family (Lenhart, 2012).  

In the paper that follows we present a study that addresses these three open questions via 

a study of SMS (texting) communication, using a novel method that allowed for direct collection 

and participant reflection on message-level data. This method, we argue, allows us to examine 

the open questions above in a new manner that can provide important evidence in advancing our 

understanding of the frequency with which deceptive messages are sent on an everyday basis, the 

effects of relationship closeness on deception production, as well as the ways in which deception 

is used in text messaging.  

Literature Review 

Our understanding of how deception is used and how often it occurs is constrained in 

three key areas that we address here: 1) how often people produce deceptive messages, 2) the 

people to whom deceptive messages are addressed, and 3) the content of these deceptive 

messages. 

How Often Are Deceptive Messages Produced? 
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In understanding how frequently deceptive messages are produced, one seemingly clear 

avenue for research would be to examine how frequently individuals tell lies in natural settings. 

Surprisingly, however, Serota et al. (2010) note that there have been relatively few studies that 

directly address this question. From these few studies, moreover, two very different 

understandings of deceptive behavior have emerged. On the one hand, some have argued that 

lying is an integral component of communication and social interaction, and as such, people tell 

lies on a daily basis (DePaulo et al., 1996, Hancock et al., 2004; George & Robb, 2008). This 

view is based on theories of self-presentation, which argue that people seek to present 

themselves in the best possible way to others (e.g., Goffman, 1959). When it is not possible to 

present oneself in a positive light truthfully, deception is a strategy that people often employ in 

order to cultivate a more positive impression and possibly cast a more positive light on others or 

one’s relationship with them as well (DePaulo et al., 2003). Given that this is such a fundamental 

goal for people when interacting with others, deception should be an ordinary, everyday 

occurrence for most people.  

To test this hypothesis, DePaulo et al. (1996) conducted diary studies examining patterns 

of deception among both students and non-students in face-to-face, telephone, and written 

interactions. Both groups of participants were asked to keep a record of their social interactions 

(that lasted for at least ten minutes or included a lie told by the participant) for seven days, and to 

record any lies told during those interactions. To aid with memory concerns, participants were 

encouraged to take notes following their interactions, and their interaction and deception records 

were to be updated at least once per day. In the student sample, 76 of 77 participants reported 

telling at least one lie over the seven-day period, with an average of 1.96 lies per day. In the non-

student sample, 64 of 70 participants reported telling at least one lie over the seven-day period, 
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with an average of 0.97 lies per day.  As such, they concluded that lying is a common and 

everyday event for individuals.  

Several other studies have followed this initial research with diary studies that also 

include multiple media, including telephone, messaging and email (George & Robb, 2008; 

Hancock et al., 2004; Whitty et al., 2011). Hancock et al. (2004) examined the frequency with 

which deceptive messages were produced during face-to-face, telephone, instant messaging, and 

email interactions. They also found that deception was a commonplace event, with participants 

reporting an average of 1.6 lies per day and deception occurring in 26% of interactions. George 

and Robb (2008) explored deception during face-to-face, telephone, instant messaging, email, or 

text messaging communication and used PDAs (rather than paper forms) to record interactions. 

In their two samples, they found that participants lied between 1.11 and 1.96 times per day, on 

average. The findings from both of these studies support DePaulo et al.’s (1996) assertions about 

the commonplace nature of deception in everyday interactions.  

Recent authors, however, have questioned the interpretation of these results, drawing on 

the principle of veracity, which notes that people may try to avoid situations involving deception 

because, unlike telling the truth, engaging in deception requires justification (Bok, 1999). 

Therefore, they argue that most people should lie infrequently, but that there may be a few 

prolific liars who skew the average values reported by these prior diary studies (Serota et al. 

2010).  

To examine this prediction, Serota et al (2010) asked individuals (student and non-

student samples) to recall the number of lies they had told in the last 24 hours, and they also re-

analyzed data from the DePaulo et al. (1996) and George and Robb (2008) studies. Like prior 

work, these survey studies found that, on average, people lie between 1.65 and 2.34 times per 
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day, but they found that the data were highly skewed. In the non-student sample 60% of 

participants reported telling no lies when asked if they could recall telling any lies in the last 24-

hour period, while the top 5% of participants told nearly half of the lies reported. In the student 

sample, 29% of participants reported telling no lies in the previous 24 hours, and the top 5% of 

participants told nearly a quarter of the lies reported.   

They found a similar pattern in their re-analysis of the data from previous studies. In the 

case of the DePaulo et al. (1996) study, two-thirds of the participants told two lies or less per 

day, while a small subset (9.2%) of the participants told approximately one quarter of all the lies 

reported. Similarly, the re-analysis of the George and Robb (2008) study revealed that half of the 

subjects told just a quarter of the lies, while a small subset (12%) reported about three quarters of 

all lies reported. The pattern across both the diary studies and the national sample suggest 

positively skewed distributions of lie frequency, with a small number of participants telling a 

disproportionately large number of lies, and the majority telling a disproportionately small 

number of lies.  

An important, and acknowledged, limitation of both diary and survey studies examining 

the frequency of deception prevalence is that they require accurate recall of lies told during 

conversations over a given time period. This is problematic given that people tend to have 

surprisingly poor memory for their own conversations. In one study (Stafford & Daly, 1984), 

participants were asked to converse with a partner for seven minutes, watched a short distractor 

film, and were then asked to recall their conversation. Conversations were broken up into “idea 

units,” which were defined as the smallest unit of meaning that had either information or 

affective value, and recall percentage was based on amount of idea units that participants could 

recall. On average, individuals were able to remember only a small fraction, about ten percent, of 
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the content of their conversations after the short distraction task. In fact, individuals were more 

likely to remember their partners’ conversation contributions than their own. As such, diary 

studies, and especially surveys that ask participants to recall their conversations over the last 24 

hours, are subject to serious recall errors and biases. For instance, rather than being prolific liars, 

people that report lying frequently in these studies may simply be better at remembering their 

lies.  

To address the issue of poor recall for conversations we used a data collection method 

that leverages the digital record left by text messaging to reduce the dependency on participant 

memory (see also Hancock et al., 2009; Birnholtz et al., 2010). Text messaging systems allow 

users to review their previous texts to a communication partner. We use these communication 

histories to remind participants of their actual conversational contributions. While memory is 

still involved in recalling whether one lied or not, we believe that this method of reviewing 

communication histories will yield more accurate results.  

While this novel method to addressing these questions has several clear advantages over 

other approaches to understanding the production of deception, it also has several constraints that 

should be considered when comparing deception rates to previous work. Most importantly, 

unlike the studies mentioned above that examined deception across a variety of media, text 

messaging represents only one medium that individuals may use to communicate with others. 

While text messaging is a popular media choice for teens and students it only accounts for a 

fraction of the communication that an individual engages in over the course of a day (e.g., 

Lenhart, 2012). It also tends to be a unique genre, with a large proportion of text messaging 

related to micro-coordinating social activity. Thus, while the results from analyzing text 

messages should not be generalized to other media, it is likely the case that whatever estimate of 
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deception is observed in text messaging is a lower bound of deception given that people can lie 

in other media not captured by our method.  

Our first research question concerned the overall rate of deception in the sample. We 

asked: 

RQ1: What is the overall rate of deception as a function of total messages sent by 

participants? 

Next, we were interested in the distribution of the rate of deception production across 

participants to address the controversy between the everyday lies perspective, in which most 

people lie a little (e.g., DePaulo et al. 1996, Hancock et al., 2004), and the prolific liars 

perspective, in which a few people tell the majority of lies (Serota et al., 2010). As such, we 

posed hypotheses that flow from each of these perspectives: 

H1A: According to the everyday deception perspective, a) the distribution of deceptive 

messages will be relatively normal, b) most participants will tell lies, and c) most participants 

will tell a small number of lies. 

H1B: According to the prolific liar perspective, a) the distribution of deceptive messages 

across participants will be highly positively skewed, b) most participants will telling no lies, and 

c) a small number of participants will tell many lies.

Relationship Closeness and Deception 

A second open question concerns the nature of the relationship with people to whom 

deceptive messages are addressed. Researchers have argued that the degree of relationship 

closeness between two individuals should affect the amount of deception occurring between 

them. As Miller et al. (1986) argue, when two individuals have an impersonal relationship, they 
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have very little reason to be deeply concerned for each others’ feelings, but the same is not true 

with a closer or more personal relationship. Thus, they argue that relational concerns should 

affect the frequency of deception within a relationship.  

However, there is currently no consensus on how relationship closeness affects the 

frequency of deception. DePaulo and Kashy (1998), drawing on past research highlighting the 

importance of openness and disclosure in close relationships, argue that deception should occur 

less frequently in close relationships. Using the data from their diary samples, they evaluated 

how relationship closeness across a variety of relationship types impacted rates of deception. 

Their participants reported telling fewer lies to closer relations or in intimate situations, and more 

lies in less close relationships or in non-intimate situations. This pattern supported the authors’ 

argument that people avoid lying to those with whom they are close because deception would 

violate the openness and authenticity that characterizes close relationships. In contrast, Metts 

(1989) found in a survey study of deception in friendships and romantic relationships that a key 

motivator for deception is a desire to avoid hurting others’ feelings, and it thus occurs more 

frequently in closer relationships.  

Text message logs should be useful for providing a clearer understanding of deception 

prevalence within relationships as it allows for messages to be captured for a range of contacts 

and relationship types. We note that one concern about using this text messaging approach may 

undermine relational issues. Perhaps, for example, it’s harder to have a relationship via text. We 

think this is unlikely for several reasons. First, text messaging is often conducted with partners 

for whom there are existing, real life relationships (Jiang & Hancock, in press). Second, there is 

ample evidence that online communication can support relationships (e.g., Parks & Floyd, 1996).  
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We therefore present two competing hypotheses on relationships and deception consistent with 

the divergent empirical evidence presented above: 

H2A: If openness in close relationships is the primary factor in deception practices, 

deception will occur less frequently in closer relationships. 

H2B: If avoiding hurting other’s feelings is the primary factor in deception practices, 

deception will occur more frequently in closer relationships. 

Deceptive Message Properties 

A final open question about deception prevalence concerns the properties of deceptive 

messages. In addition to studying the frequency of deception, DePaulo et al. (1996) also asked 

participants to explain what about their lies was deceptive, and why they told the lies. Using this 

method, they were able to explore the frequency of lie characteristics including content (e.g., 

feelings, facts), reason for the deception (e.g., self or other oriented), type of lie (e.g., outright, 

exaggeration), and the referent (e.g., message communicator, addressee).  

As noted above, however, the communication landscape has changed dramatically since 

DePaulo et al.’s study was conducted, and media such as SMS text messaging have become 

extremely popular (Lenhart, 2012).  There is evidence that novel media can affect the operation 

of deception. For example, past research has shown that the frequency of deception varies across 

different communication media (e.g., Hancock et al., 2004; George & Robb, 2008). Recent 

research, moreover, has identified the “butler lie” (Hancock et al., 2009), which is used in 

mediated communication contexts, such as text messaging, to coordinate and negotiate social 

interactions.  For instance, butler lies often involve providing an account for why one person 

does not want to interact with another person (e.g., “sorry can’t talk now, gotta work” when in 

fact they do not need to work). According to Birnholtz et al (2010), butler lies emerge during the 
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kinds of micro-coordination that text messaging supports (Ling & Yttri, 2002), such as arranging 

meeting times and social activities. Butler lies are made possible by the ambiguities associated 

with mediated communication, such as ambiguity about locations (e.g., “I’m in the library” when 

actually at the bar) or activities (e.g., “I’m hanging out with PERSON X” when in fact they are 

with PERSON Y). As such, this kind of lie that may be less common in the face-to-face 

interactions captured by previous diary studies. 

A final objective of this study, therefore, is to update and extend the results of DePaulo et 

al. (1996) to reflect deception content in communication using text messaging.  

RQ2: What are the frequencies of the message properties presented by DePaulo et al. (1996), and 

how do the frequencies in text messaging compare to the original study?  

Method 

Participants 

There were 164 participants in this study, all of whom were students at a large U.S. 

university. Of the 126 participants who provided demographic data, 91 (72%) were female, their 

age ranged from 18 to 34 years old, and all had used some form of text-based messaging, for an 

average of 5.9 years. Students were recruited via an on-campus web-based recruitment system 

and received either course credit or $10 for their participation.  

Procedure 

Upon arriving at the lab, participants first filled out an online consent form, and then read 

a short tutorial, which provided definitions and examples for deceptive content. Next, they 

completed a short questionnaire, which included demographics (e.g., age, gender) as well as 
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questions about their text messaging behavior (e.g., how long they have used text messaging, and 

the people with whom they most often exchange text messages).  

Participants were then instructed to refer to their phones, and to enter into the web survey 

the verbatim text of the last 15 text messages that they had sent to two individuals of their 

choosing, for a total of 30 messages (some participants reported fewer than 30 messages, 

however). For each text message entered, participants were asked to indicate whether the 

message was deceptive (measured using a 6 point scale, anchored by (0) “not deceptive” and (5) 

“extremely deceptive.”) If a message was marked as deceptive, they were also asked to explain 

briefly why the message was deceptive. Although participants in this demographic send an 

average of one hundred text messages per day (Lenhart, 2012), and therefore thirty messages is 

likely not representative of a full day’s messages, this number of messages was chosen as it was 

manageable for participants to provide both the verbatim text of their messages as well as 

explanations for deceptive messages.  

Participants were also asked about their relationships with the two people with whom 

they exchanged messages, both in terms of their relationship category (e.g., “family member,” 

“acquaintance,” “close friend”) and closeness (measured using a 5-point scale anchored by (1) 

“not close at all” and (5) “very close.”). 

Message Coding 

Overall, participants provided and rated 4920 messages (M= 28.51 messages per 

participant, SD = 3.81), of which 533 were marked as deceptive. Messages were coded for 

jocularity following Hancock et al. (2009) and the categories presented by DePaulo et al. (1996). 

Two independent coders performed the coding task, rating a subset of messages until they 

reached 80% agreement, and then each independently rating the remaining messages.  
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Jocularity: Messages were coded as jocular if they were clearly not intended to create a 

false belief in the recipient (e.g., the message “lol” was not technically true because the 

participant was not actually laughing out loud, but was not likely intended to mislead the 

recipient). Inter-rater reliability for jocularity was acceptable (kappa= .84). There were 65 

messages coded as jocular, which were excluded from subsequent analyses. 

Deception Categories: Messages rated as deceptive were coded for the categories 

presented in DePaulo et al. (1996), including: content (the lie was about feelings, achievements, 

facts, action, etc.), reason (was the lie told for self-oriented or other-oriented reasons), type (the 

scale of the lie, such as exaggerations or outright falsehoods), and referent (described who or 

what a lie was about, such as the person telling the lie, the target of the lie, or a third party or 

event). Messages were coded based on the explanations participants provided about why a 

message was deceptive; messages with insufficient (or no) explanation were not coded. Inter-

rater reliabilities for these categories (Kappas = .65, .54, .58, and .49, respectively) ranged from 

good to fair (Cicchetti & Sparrow, 1981) and are similar to the rates obtained by DePaulo et al. 

(1996).  

Results 

How Frequently are Deceptive Messages Produced? 

Our first research question asked about the overall rate of deceptive messages as a 

function of total messages sent. Overall, 468 of the 4676 messages were deceptive (M= 10.8% of 

messages, SD=11.79%). These data suggest that about one in ten text messages for our sample 

involved a lie. 

Our first pair of hypotheses contrast the distribution of deception expected by the 

everyday liars (e.g., DePaulo et al., 1996) and the prolific liars perspectives (Serota et al., 2010) 
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across three characteristics of the data: the relative normality of the distribution, the number of 

individuals telling no lies, and the presence of individuals that are frequently deceptive.  The 

everyday liars perspective anticipates a relatively normal distribution, with few people telling no 

lies, and most people telling only a few lies. In contrast, the prolific liars view anticipates a 

severely skewed distribution, with a majority of participants telling no lies, and a few 

participants that are frequently deceptive.  

To examine these competing hypotheses, we created a histogram that shows the 

distribution of deceptive message production rate across participants (see Figure 1). The first 

characteristic of interest is the distribution’s skew. The distribution is positively skewed. The 

general rule of thumb for skew is that the absolute value of skewness is less than twice the 

standard error. For our data, the skew statistic (2.02) is more than ten times the standard error of 

the skew (.19). Further, the mean (10.8%) is larger than the media (6.7%). Taken together, these 

descriptive statistics suggest that the distribution is highly positively skewed, consistent with the 

prolific liar perspective.  

The next characteristic is the number of individuals that did not tell any lies.  As can be 

seen on the left of Figure 1 only 23% of participants (n=38) reported sending no deceptive 

messages, indicating that the majority sent at least one deceptive message, providing support for 

the everyday liar perspective. A look at the distribution of participants reporting at least one 

deceptive message provides some additional support to this perspective. The majority or people 

that lied at least once (n=95) told relatively few lies, with an average of deception rate of 14.1% 

(SD=11.7%). Further, of these participants who reported sending at least one deceptive message, 

the median and mode percentage of deceptive messages was 10.0%, suggesting that the 

frequency of lies for those that did lie was more normal than the overall distribution that included 
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participants with no lies, although the skew statistics (skewness = 2.13, SE skewness = .27) 

continue to indicate a non-normal, positive skew. The observations of a small proportion of 

participants telling no lies and the fact that most of those who did lie tended to lie at a relatively 

low rate (fewer than 3 lies out of the 30 reported) are consistent with the everyday lies 

perspective. 

The third characteristic was the presence or absence of highly deceptive participants that 

lied significantly more than the rest of the sample.  Serota et al. (2010) did not operationally 

define prolific liars, but a common rule for detecting outliers is three standard deviations above 

the mean. According to this criterion five participants in the current sample are three standard 

deviations beyond the mean. These five participants reported that more than 45% of their 

messages were lies. And, consistent with the prolific liar perspective, these five participants (4% 

of the sample) accounted for a disproportionate number of all the lies in the sample, producing 

15% (72) of all the lies. 

In summary, the distribution of deceptive messages reported with our novel method of 

message-level data analysis suggests that aspects of both perspectives are correct for text 

messaging deception, although neither the everyday liars nor the prolific liars perspectives fully 

explain our data. The distribution of the rate of deceptive message production is skewed, which 

supports Serota et al.’s (2010) contention that prior work has relied on problematic averages of 

deception. The presence of a small number of prolific liars also supports this perspective. Our 

data also provide support, however, for DePaulo et al.’s (1996) claims about the commonplace 

nature of lying in everyday life. First, a large majority of our participants (77%) reported at least 

one instance of deception, which indicates that telling lies in text messages is more common than 

not lying at all. Furthermore, among participants that did report deception, lying was often 
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relatively infrequent, with over half of these participants reporting three or fewer lies out of their 

thirty messages. These results indicate that, for all but a small set of prolific liars, lying is a 

regular activity.  

Relationship Closeness and Deception 

A second purpose of this paper was to explore the impact of relationship closeness on the 

production of deceptive messages. To test H2A and H2B we constructed a linear mixed model, 

in which messages were nested within participants, participants were a random variable nested 

within pairs, and pairs were set as a random variable. Relationship closeness was included as a 

fixed variable, and the average rate of deception was set as the predictor variable. Note that the 

denominator degrees of freedom in linear mixed models are estimated using a Satterthwaite’s 

approximation, which can yield non-integer degrees of freedom (SPSS Technical Report).   

H2A and H2B are competing hypotheses about the direction of the association between 

relationship closeness and rate of deception. H2A was partially supported, as the data revealed a 

marginally negative association between lie frequency and relational closeness, F[1, 289.56] = 

3.71, p = .054. For each single unit increase in relational closeness, there was 1.57% fewer lies 

reported. This observation partially replicates, with a novel data collection technique, DePaulo 

and Kashy’s (1998) finding that deception occurs less often in closer relationships, and it extends 

this finding to a new communication medium, text messaging. 

Message Properties  

A final goal of this paper was to examine the properties of deceptive text messages by 

using message-level record data, with the intent to update and extend DePaulo et al.’s (1996) 

findings about the frequencies of various properties of deceptive messages. One-sample t-tests 

compared the messages from the present sample with those described by DePaulo. Table 1 
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describes the occurrence of lies by category in our sample and in DePaulo et al.’s (1996) student 

sample There were several significant differences in content across the two samples, including 

more lies about actions, plans, or whereabouts and fewer lies about achievements in the current 

sample than in the DePaulo sample.  These differences signal a difference between the ways in 

which people communicated in the present sample and in the DePaulo sample. In the present 

sample, in which participants only communicated using text messaging, we saw a significant 

increase in the percentage of deceptive messages pertaining to ones’ actions, plans, or 

whereabouts, which are a key part of butler lie deceptions (Hancock et al., 2009). Butler lies 

often rely on the ambiguities afforded by communication technology about one’s actions and 

location (e.g., a person can text “can’t talk now, I’m in a meeting” when they are actually at 

home) and thus are much less likely to have used with text messaging than in the face-to-face 

contexts of the DePaulo sample.  

There were also important differences in the types of deception. Deceptive messages in 

the present sample contained more exaggerations and subtle deceptions and fewer outright 

deceptions than in the DePaulo sample. One reason for this may be that text messages are 

persistent and can be reviewed at a later date. This property of recordability constrains lying 

because lies told in recordable media may be more likely to be discovered later (Hancock et al., 

2004). Exaggerations and subtle lies may be more difficult to detect in this way, and also easier 

to justify or defend if they are detected.  

Lastly, the ratio of self versus other-oriented deceptive messages was different across the 

samples. The present sample contained more of both of those types of messages. This unusual 

result may be an artifact of the coding process. For instance, fully 29% of the messages in the 

DePaulo sample were not included in their reporting for this category, where almost all lies were 
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coded in the present sample. Therefore, rather than compare the percentage of deceptive 

messages told for self or other oriented reasons, we compare the ratio of self-to other oriented 

messages in the two samples. In the present sample, the ratio of self to other oriented lies is 

62:28, or 2.21. In contrast, the ratio of self to other oriented lies in the DePaulo sample is 46:26, 

or 1.77, indicating that there were proportionally more self-oriented lies in the present sample 

compared to the DePaulo sample. This difference between samples may be due, in part, to the 

presence of “butler lies” in the present sample. As butler lies are usually explanations or accounts 

of one’s behavior, these lies are frequently self-oriented and designed to avoid social 

interactions. If text messaging facilitates butler lies (as described above), this may explain the 

increase in self-oriented messages, a possibility that is discussed below.  

Discussion 

We began this study with a series of open questions about how deception is used and how 

frequently it occurs in an age of frequent digital communication. Our primary goal was to 

advance our understanding of these questions with a novel methodology that involved 

participants reviewing and reporting on their previously sent text messages. The study makes 

several key contributions. 

The first is an empirical contribution regarding an emerging controversy on the 

prevalence of deception in everyday communication. We used our text messaging method to 

compare the distributions predicted by the everyday liars perspective (e.g., DePaulo et al., 1996) 

and the prolific liars perspective (Serota et al., 2010). The two perspectives differ in how they 

anticipate three key aspects of the distribution of lies across participants: the normality of the 

distribution, whether or not most participants told lies, and the presences of a small number of 

participants telling a high number of lies.  
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Using these three dimensions as a guide, we conclude that text messaging deception is 

consistent with aspects of both of these perspectives, suggesting that they both have important 

insights into how lying takes place on a daily basis. First, we found that the rate of production of 

these messages is not normally distributed, supporting an important critique of prior diary studies 

by Serota et al (2010). Second, in terms of whether the majority of participants told lies or not, 

76% of participants in the present study reported telling at least one lie in the 30 text messages 

they submitted. In this respect, our findings are supportive of the everyday liar perspective. 

These findings are particularly consistent with the DePaulo et al. (1996) study regarding the 

frequency of deception, which also found that 76% of participants told at least one lie over the 

course of their week long study. Lastly, in support of the prolific liars perspective’s central 

contention, we identified five prolific liars, supporting the existence of these individuals who lie 

at rates substantially higher than others. In fact, we use a standard definition for operational 

defining a prolific liar as participants who reported telling lies at a rate of three standard 

deviations or more above the mean.  

Serota et al. (2010) also conducted a student survey study, in which they found that 

nearly 70% of participants told zero, one, or two lies in the 24 hours before the survey, and that 

top 5% of liars told 22.4% of all lies collected. In contrast, only 52% of our student sample told 

zero, one, or two lies out of their last 30 text messages, and the top 5% of liars told just over 15% 

of all lies collected. Considering all the data properties together, we argue that the pattern of the 

production of deception lies somewhere between the perspectives put forth by DePaulo et al. 

(1996) and Serota et al. (2010). Indeed there are a few prolific liars, but most people appear to 

tell lies on a regular basis.  
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There are several possible reasons why we found this hybrid interpretation in our data. 

First and foremost is our new method of drawing on the advantages afforded by the stored 

records of text messages. Rather than relying solely on participants’ recollections of their 

interactions, which have been shown to be surprisingly problematic (Stafford & Daly, 1984). 

This method allows individuals to review a record of all of their communication over a period of 

time. This advantage allowed us to look at deception at a more granular level than the overall 

conversations reported in diary studies or the reviewing of the last 24 hours for survey studies.  

It is important, however, to note several factors that should be considered when 

comparing our findings to previous studies, which examined deception over a day or week-long 

time frame. First, unlike other studies that asked participants to record all of their interactions 

over a period of time, this study examines their deception rate using only one medium. 

Therefore, it is likely that these participants also told other lies during the time frame represented 

by the text messages we collected, indicating that the deception rates observed here represent an 

underestimation. Second, we collected 30 text messages from participants, rather than asking 

them to provide all the text messages they sent over a specific period of time. Given that 

university students send an average of one hundred text messages per day (Lenhart, 2012), it is 

likely that the 30 texts participants provided represents only a fraction of what they send in a day. 

As such, it is unlikely that the deception rates that we report are being inflated as a result of 

being collected over too long a time period. Lastly, text messaging communication is different 

from other forms of communication, in many ways, from the cues available to the length of the 

messages. Text messaging also tends to involve many messages concerned with coordinating 

other social activities. As such, generalizing our results beyond text messaging to other media is 

difficult. 
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A second objective for this study was to explore how relationship closeness impacts the 

rate of deception, extending previous work done in this area by using our data collection method 

to provide a historical record of messages. We found some evidence for the argument that people 

tell fewer lies to those with whom they have more close relationships. This lends some support to 

findings by DePaulo et al. (1996), which argue that people lie less frequently when they are in a 

closer relationship because to tell lies in those situations violates the trust and foundations of 

those relationships. However, these findings should be considered in light of the medium in 

which they occurred. As people do not exchange text messages with individuals with whom they 

do not have close relationships (as opposed to other forms of communication, such as face-to-

face conversations), we did not see as much relationship variance among relationships as we 

might have seen if we had explored a broader range of media.  

Our last objective for this study was to update and extend DePaulo et al.’s (1996) 

findings regarding the frequencies of various properties of deceptive messages to reflect 

communication using text messaging. In many instances, we found that the frequency of 

properties in our sample were similar to DePaulo et al.’s (1996) sample, with a few important 

differences. In terms of content, differences were observed such that people told more lies about 

their plans, actions, or whereabouts and fewer lies about their achievements when 

communicating using text messaging. In terms of the type of lies and the reasons for lying, there 

were differences such that people told more small lies (subtle lies and exaggerations) and more 

self-serving lies when communicating using text messaging. The pattern of lies told using text 

messaging resembles a type of lie called butler lies, which can take place when people use 

technology to communicate (Hancock et al., 2009). These lies pertain to the coordination of 

social activity, are often minor lies, and frequently are in the interest of the sender of the 
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message, as these lies allow people to juggle a variety of social and personal interests. It appears 

that lies such as this comprise a large enough portion of current deception as to substantially alter 

the patterns observed in DePaulo et al. (1996).  

Overall, we see that deceptive messages sent using SMS text messaging is an everyday, if 

infrequent, occurrence among our participants, and that a higher percentage of “small lies” (i.e., 

subtleties and exaggerations) were present than in previous samples using other media. This 

would indicate that deception in text messaging is more self-oriented and tends to be on the small 

side, perhaps consistent with the frequently observed text message deception referred to as butler 

lies. On the other hand, we also saw the presence of a small number of “prolific liars,” people 

who sent a large number of lies using text messaging. While this subset of liars has been 

identified in previous work (Serota et al., 2010), we suggest an operational definition for this 

type of person, as one who lies at a rate of three standard deviations or more above the mean. 

This definition may be useful for future work on this type of deception pattern, as it can be useful 

for identifying these individuals for future areas of study (e.g., is the content of lies that prolific 

liars tell different from the lies that others tell?). 

Limitations and Future Work 

There are several limitations of this study that urge caution in the interpretation of the 

findings presented above.  In terms of the data collection used for this study, one limitation is 

that we asked participants to choose two people and share the text messages that they sent to 

those individuals. As a result, we examined a limited and self-selected sample of participants’ 

communication, and it is possible that participants may have selected individuals with whom 

they have a particularly honest relationship, which would affect the overall frequency and 
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distribution of the production of deceptive messages. However, there is no reason to believe this 

would be systematically biased toward unusually honest or deceptive behavior.  

Relatedly, in terms of understanding vary degrees of relationship closeness, few 

participants reported low levels of relationship closeness with either of the people to whom they 

sent messages. Specifically, only five message recipients were rated as a one or a two on a five-

point scale of relationship closeness. This lack of a range of relationship closeness limits our 

ability to generalize our findings to a broad range of interpersonal relationships. Techniques, 

such as using custom smart phone apps to capture messages sent to all message recipients, could 

allow for assessing behavior with a wider range of relationship types. 

A second important limitation is that we asked participants to review and provide 30 text 

messages that they had sent previously. This complicates comparisons to other studies regarding 

the frequency of deception which looked at the number of lies told over a period of time, as 

participants may have sent the 30 messages we collected over varying periods of time. A third 

possible limitation with our data collection method is that it is possible that some lies occur in 

bursts (e.g., participants send several deceptive messages in a row as part of one lie), which may 

explain some of the distribution that we observed.  

Future work in this area could further explore these questions using methods which 

would address all three of these limitations, such as by collecting participants’ text messages and 

assessments of deception as messages are sent (which would allow for the capture of deception 

in the moment), as well as all of participants’ communication over a period of time (which would 

allow for an observation of whether deceptive messages occur in bursts) and by not including the 

recipients of these messages in the data collection process. The proliferation of smart phones and 
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the viability of writing applications for these phones make such data collection techniques 

possible and we are working to incorporate them into our future work. 

Conclusion 

The results from this study advance our understanding of the production of deceptive 

messages in natural settings,, an area that is currently under-represented in the literature on 

deception (Serota et al. 2010). By examining actual messages, we were able to more carefully 

and systematically examine the production of deception without the challenges of relying fully 

on participants to accurately recall past interactions. In doing so, we found that lying behavior, at 

least in text messaging, follows both the everyday liar and prolific liar perspectives, with most 

participants telling at least a small number of lies, but a few people lying at a very high rate. 

Texting deception also seems to support prior assumptions that we lie more to those we are 

closer too, but those deceptions tend to be more self-centered and be concerned with the 

messages about coordinating social activities, leading people to lie more about activities and 

plans.  
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Figure 1. The distribution of deceptive message production rates among participants as a 

function of total messages sent and the proportion of participants that did or did not tell a lie. 
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Table 1. The content, reasons, and types of lies reported in the current sample and DePaulo et al 
(1996) student sample. 

Category Current Sample DePaulo et al. 
(1996) 

T-Value P-Value

Content 

Feelings 38.2% 37.4% t(253) = 
0.4953 

n.s.

Achievements 6.6% 15.8% t(253) = 
3.3066 p < 0.01** 

Actions, Plans, 
Whereabouts 31.7% 27.5% t(253) = 

2.0151 p < 0.05** 

Explanations 11.0% 10.3% t(253) = 
0.3130 n.s.

Facts, Possessions 10.4% 9.0% t(253) = 
0.9023 n.s.

Not Coded 2.0% 

Reason 

Self-Centered 62.2% 45.5% t(250) = 
3.1996 p < 0.01** 

Other-Oriented 28.5% 25.8% t(250) = 
2.8689 p < 0.05** 

Not Coded 3.8% 

Type 

Outright 45.0% 67.7% t(251) = 
3.4570 p < 0.01** 

Exaggeration 26.3% 14.8% t(251) = 
1.9766 p < 0.05** 

Subtle 26.5% 8.6% t(251) = 
4.5160 p < 0.01** 

Not Coded 2.2% 

Note: each subcategory in the present sample total to 100%, each message was coded for each 

category, and the “neither” property of the “reason” category was excluded from analysis 

because it was not reported by DePaulo et al. (1996). 




